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Abstract. During vertebrate development cells acquire different fates depending largely on their
location in the embryo. The definition of a cell’s developmental fate relies on extensive intercellular
communication that produces positional information and ultimately generates an appropriately
proportioned anatomy. Here we place reaction-diffusion mechanisms in the context of general
concepts regarding the generation of positional information during development and then focus
on these mechanisms as parsimonious systems for positioning a atomical structures relative to
one another. In particular, we discuss the evidence for reaction-diffusion systems operating in the
developing skin to yield the periodic arrangements of hairsnd feathers and discuss how best to
bring together experimental molecular biology and numerical simulations to yield a more complete
understanding of the mechanisms of development and naturalvari tion.
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1. Concepts regarding the origin of positional information in
development
Development is the process by which the complexity of the adult anatomy is generated from the
embryo’s simplicity. This requires the specialisation of cells into distinct types and that these dif-
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Figure 1: Concepts regarding the origins and elaboration ofpositional information in development.
The different colours denote assumption of distinct cell fates, which are experimentally detectable
as changes in gene expression. Light blue indicates naı̈ve cells that have not yet assumed a de-
velopmental fate. (A) Generation of asymmetry by sensing ofan extrinsic asymmetry, such as
sperm entry point upon fertilisation of the egg. (B) Generation of asymmetry through sensing of
an intrinsic asymmetry, such as the extent of cell-cell contacts. The schematic shows a bisected
embryo. (C) Elaboration of complexity by subdivision of cells in a field by a morphogen gradient
emanating from one side of the field (the red cell). The concentration of morphogen across the
field is indicated by the red triangle above.
ferent cell types are produced in discrete regions of the embryo to form organs. A fundamental
question in developmental biology is, therefore, how the relative position and size of each com-
ponent of the adult anatomy is determined. In the vertebratemode of development (known as
‘regulative’ development) the local environment that an embryonic cell is exposed to is the prin-
cipal determinant of that cell’s fate and thus it is the production, reception and interpretation of
intercellular signals that underlies anatomical patterning [50, 16].
The cells of the early embryo are developmentally equivalent in that they can generate any cell
type of the mature animal. This early symmetry must be brokento begin production of a complex
form, necessitating the detection of relative position by cells. A degree of positional information
can be gained rather passively by cells sensing either extrinsic asymmetries (e.g. the point of
sperm entry at fertilisation or the direction of illumination) or aspects of the intrinsic asymmetry
conferred by the embryo’s geometry (e.g. when cells at the embryo’s periphery are differentiated
from those at the core). These cues are used to break the symmetry of the early embryo and
generate complexity, but the amount of positional information hat can be gained from such means
is limited and insufficient to produce a complex anatomy. Once such simple asymmetries have
been established, however, they can be used to further subdivide the embryo via production of
diffusible signalling molecules, known as morphogens. Morph gens are defined as substances
that elicit one of a number of possible effects on cell fate according to their local concentration.
Thus, a morphogen gradient produced by one cell population can subdivide a large field of adjacent
cells, directing cells along different developmental trajectories according to their proximity to the
morphogen’s source. These conceptual modes of pattern formati n (schematised in Figure 1) have
been remarkably successful in explaining aspects of development related to structures that acquire
an absolute position in the embryo. In particular, the morphgen gradient as a means to generate
positional information has been very influential and has received strong experimental support from
systems such as segmentation in insects and digit patterning of the hand [50, 16, 48].
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1.1. Absolute versus relative positional information
In addition to structures that occupy a unique, or a bilateral, position in the body, many organ
systems contain elements such as hairs, feathers, renal glomeruli, intestinal villi or pulmonary
alveoli that are periodic, being repeated at regular intervals. The widespread nature of periodic
structures means that the mechanisms that produce such patterns are of fundamental importance in
developmental biology.
The first developmental system that yielded a detailed understanding of periodic patterning
was the formation of body segments in the fruitfly Drosophila. In this fly the basic body plan
of 14 segments is initially laid out in the embryo as 14 parasegments. The position and identity
of the parasegments are ultimately guided by interpretation of morphogen gradients emanating
from molecular asymmetries present in the insect egg prior to fertilisation. As a consequence
of morphogen gradient interpretation, a set of genes, called pair-rule genes, become expressed
in alternating parasegments, constituting a clearly periodic pattern of seven striped elements and
seven intervals. In this system there appears to be no unifying patterning mechanism that acts
to lay out all of the stripes simultaneously [2], rather, each stripe of pair-rule gene expression
is regulated independently of the others [17]. This is most clearly demonstrated by the fact that
genetic perturbation of the development of one parasegmentdoes not affect the positioning of
the other parasegments in the pattern. Thus each parasegment acquires its location and identity
independently of the other elements in the pattern and is defined at an absolute position in the
embryo.
The individual placing of each of the 14 parasegment stripesin a regular pattern necessitates
a very complex set of molecular interactions and a large number of genes [50]. This absolute
positional information model appears unsatisfactory whenconsidering more numerous structures,
such as hair follicles, as it is difficult to imagine such bespoke regulatory effort being employed
to position every one of the approximately2 × 106 hair follicles on a human body [39]. A more
efficient route for generating a hair pattern would employ a single process to position follicles
relative to their neighbours, rather than giving each hair an absolute anatomical location. Such a
relative positional system could cover any area of skin witha given density of hairs, whereas if
Drosophila were to evolve a 15th parasegment using its ‘absolute positional information’ system
the emergence of an extensive set of new regulatory interactions between genes would be required.
Thus a relative positional information system can easily adapt to changes in size and growth and
provides a regulatory efficiency compared with absolute positional systems.
2. Theoretical mechanisms for generating periodic structures
in development
The mechanistic basis for de novo pattern formation in the embryo has long been a source of
fascination for both theoretical and experimental biologists, resulting in the proposal of a wide
variety of model mechanisms. Broadly speaking, pattern generating mechanisms can be classified
according to two principal paradigms, the chemical pre-pattern models and the cell/mechanical-
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interaction models, although there is inevitably a certainblurring between these two classes. In
the former, cells are essentially passive, with an underlying molecular network relied on to gen-
erate a chemical pre-pattern which determines subsequent cell organization. A number of such
mechanisms have been proposed to generate spatially periodic embryonic structures, such as hair
follicles, pigment patterns and somites, including the classic Turing/diffusion-driven instability
reaction-diffusion model [46], which we describe in greater d tail below, and the clock/wavefront
model for somitogenesis [8, 6].
In cell/mechanical interaction models cells play a fundamental role in driving pattern forma-
tion. Chemotaxis models [24] rely on a positive feedback loop in which a population of cells
migrates up gradients of a self-generated chemoattractant, resulting in their organization into cell
aggregates, as occurs in the life cycle of the cellular slimemold Dictyostelium. Cell adhesion
based models rely on graded expression of adhesion molecules to drive the spatial sorting of cell
populations [4] while mechanochemical models [32] rely on the reciprocal forces between cells
and the surrounding extracellular matrix to generate patterning. All of these cell-based models for
patterning are capable of generating periodic structures from an almost uniform initial condition.
2.1. Reaction-diffusion as a mechanism for generating relative positional in-
formation
The diffusion-driven instability (DDI) mechanism is undoubtedly one of the most compelling
paradigms to explain the emergence of periodic patterns from an initially homogeneous condition.
This idea, originating in the work of Turing [46] and Gierer and Meinhardt [15], at its simplest
entails the existence of two reacting and diffusing substances; an Activator, which both catalyses
its own production as well as stimulating the production of its own Inhibitor - this is the ‘reaction’
(Figure 2). Herein we generally refer to “reaction-diffusion” as an Activator-Inhibitor mechanism
capable of generating DDI, although we note that in general this includes, of course, a much wider
class of models. When the Inhibitor diffuses more rapidly than the Activator, foci of high Activator
production can emerge from near homogeneous initial concentrations of each through a process
of short-range activation and long-range inhibition. Limited diffusion of the Activator allows it
to locally sustain and intensify the reaction while more rapid diffusion of the long-range Inhibitor
acts to dampen it in the surroundings. A simpler variant of this ‘Activation-Inhibition’ type of
reaction-diffusion model is that of ‘Substrate Depletion’. Here, no active Inhibitor is required and
cells instead undergo patterning through production of a limiting amount of a diffusible Activating
factor (the Substrate) and ‘competition’ for this substance, ultimately leading to the local seques-
tration and depletion of the ligand by the Activated cells. The appeals of these systems are that the
feedback loops are ‘closed’, so that no outside inputs are requir d for pattern formation.
Diffusion-driven instability mechanisms therefore amplify deviations from a homogenous state
to produce a pattern. Paradoxically, it is the process of diffusion in such systems that destabilises
the homogeneous state (hence the name), which resolves itself in o foci of high Activator sur-
rounded by an inhibited zone. In order to yield an anatomicaloutcome, cells in the Activated zone
assume one developmental fate while the Inhibited cells assume a different fate. The outcome
of this process touches the very core of regulative development - the generation of complexity
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through splitting homogeneous fields of cells into two or more distinct types in a spatially organ-
ised manner, without recourse to external positional information. The actual pattern that emerges
from the operation of such a system in a 2-dimensional field, whether large or small spots, or
stripes, depends on both the kinetics of the reaction and theiffusion characteristics of the Ac-
tivator and Inhibitor [21, 28] (Figure 2) In addition, the pro erties of the field within which the
mechanism operates can significantly alter the pattern outcome. For example, controlled growth
of the underlying field may determine a precise patterning sequence (e.g. [9]), distinct properties
at the boundaries may alter the pattern structure (e.g. [12]) and pre-patterning within the field may
provide regional heterogeneity prior to the onset of pattern fo mation. To focus on the properties
of the Activation-Inhibition mechanism itself, we will notdiscuss these aspects here, though we
note that they are likely to be important determinants in thepatterning of many tissues.
The ability of reaction-diffusion simulations to generateorganic-looking patterns and textures
has led to their adoption in computer generated imaging of bilog cal entities [47]. Such simu-
lations provide a convenient method to apply naturalistic,non-repeating patterns to images and,
akin to the ‘regulatory efficiency’ that could make such systems useful during embryonic develop-
ment, relieve graphic designers of the tedium of drawing each pattern element individually. How-
ever, while theoretically well developed and successful atmimicking biological patterning, rather
few examples of experimentally verified molecular interactions conforming to the predictions of
reaction-diffusion models have yet been reported in vertebra systems [18, 30, 43, 20]. The skin
provides an excellent experimental system for exploring periodic patterning in development, as
it displays characteristic periodic patterns both in pigmentation (see also article by Othmer et al.
in this issue) and anatomical patterning of hair and featherfollicles (Figure 3). In addition, sim-
ple experiments that have ablated pattern elements [51] or perturbed patterning fields [30] have
demonstrated that pigment stripes in fish and hair folliclesin mouse are positioned relative to
their neighbouring pattern elements and not according to anabsolute positional coordinate system,
consistent with the operation of a reaction-diffusion mechanism.
3. Hair and feather follicle development
Hair and feather fibres grow from follicles, which are cylindrical invaginations in the skin. A glance
at intact or plucked skin shows that hairs and feathers are positioned in a periodic manner, raising
the question of how this periodicity is generated. Experimental recombination of the two layers of
the skin - the epidermis and dermis - indicated that all cellsof the embryonic skin are competent
to contribute to follicle development, but a patterning process ensures that only some actually do
so [42]. The cells that do adopt a follicle fate activate exprssion of specific genes (Figure 3), pack
together to form a structure known as a placode and proliferate rapidly to drive downgrowth into
the underlying dermis. Subsequent cell differentiation allows production of a hair fibre, sebum
from a sebaceous gland, and a specialised niche for maintenanc of stem cells. These complex
morphogenetic processes are reviewed elsewhere [41] and here we will focus on the process that
apportions placode and interplacode fates in the embryo, which defines the location of follicles in
the adult skin. For the purposes of this review, and in line with the majority of spatial modelling,
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Figure 2: Reaction-diffusion schematic and simulation. (a) Schematic showing the core features
of a pure Activator-Inhibitor system. (b) Mathematical formulation of a two species reaction-
diffusion model with Gierer-Meinhardt type kinetics [15].Here, the Activator and Inhibitor are
represented byu and v respectively. The parametersDu and Dv represent chemical diffusion
coefficients, whileα, β, γ, k1 andk2 are kinetic parameters. (c) Patterns formed by the reaction-
diffusion system given in (b). Plots show Activator profile plotted on a square domain of dimen-
sions 2 by 2 (black to white indicates increasing Activator concentration). For suitable parameters,
periodic structures can emerge from an almost homogeneous initial condition to form a variety of
2D patterns (left to right) according to specific parameters(achieved here by increasingk2).
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Figure 3: Visualisation of placodes in embryonic chicken (left) and mouse (right) skin by in situ hy-
bridisation to detectβ-catenin gene expression (purple colour). Scale bars indicate 1 mm. Chicken
skin produces relatively large placodes that form in a wave that spreads across the skin. Mouse
placodes are produced essentially synchronously across the skin.
we will regard pattern formation in the skin as an essentially 2-dimensional problem that occurs
only at the epidermal-dermal interface.
3.1. Identifying the components: Molecular control of hairplacode fate
The last two decades have seen remarkable progress in identifying he molecules that act to control
hair and feather placode development. These advances have come from two main approaches; (i)
the study of inherited disease conditions affecting skin development and (ii) analyses of candidate
genes known to play a role in the development of many organ systems. The wealth of molecular
detail available regarding hair [41] and feather [53] development, together with their clearly peri-
odic patterns that can be mimicked by numerical simulations[29, 33], places this field in an ideal
position to identify the molecular interactions that govern periodic patterning. In addition, prac-
tical experimental considerations including the large amount of embryonic skin tissue available
for analysis, the non-essential nature of follicle formation for organism viability, and the ability to
culture dissected embryonic skin in order to observe and manipulate pattern formation, support the
use of skin as a good model system.
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Figure 4: Schematic of cell-cell signalling by protein ligands to illustrate the multi-step nature
of intercellular signalling. The signalling cell is in grey, the extracellular signalling molecules
are depicted as red triangles. The receiving cell is red, with a ransmembrane receptor in green
engaging a ligand molecule. Components of the signal transduction machinery of the receiving
cell are depicted as coloured shapes.
Several activators and inhibitors of placode formation have been identified, representing candi-
date Activators and Inhibitors for reaction-diffusion systems. Known activators of placode fate are
Wingless/Int family members (Wnts) [34, 3, 35], Ectodysplain (Eda) [26] and fibroblast growth
factors (FGFs) [27, 44]. Suppression of the function of any of these molecules abolishes pla-
code formation, while their experimental activation leadsto placode overproduction. Conversely,
inhibitors of placode fate have been identified by their ability to block placode formation when
activated and to lead to placode overproduction when inhibited. Known inhibitors of placode for-
mation are the bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) [22, 36],Dickkopf proteins (Dkks) [3] and
epidermal growth factor (EGF) [23, 5]. It should be noted that t e names given to these proteins
reflect the circumstances of their discovery; whether associated with a disease, initially purified
from a certain tissue source or first associated with a particular biological activity, and so have a
primarily historical significance.
The candidate Activators and Inhibitors listed above are all secreted proteins that act as intercel-
lular signals. The relatively impermeable plasma membranebounding cells means that reception
and interpretation of these macromolecular signals requirs a chain of signalling intermediaries,
beginning with a transmembrane receptor and typically ending with altered gene expression in the
cell nucleus as a primary signal outcome (Figure 4). Thus theActivator and the Inhibitor that
appear as individual chemical species in a conceptual reaction-diffusion system (for example, see
Figure 2A) are better represented as pathways, with a summation of all activities in the pathway
constituting Activator and Inhibitor functions. Though the mechanism of intracellular signal trans-
duction is a subject of intense experimental study, here we will focus on signal production and
reception in the extracellular space only, and regard the interpretation of signals by receiving cells
as a black box that yields an outcome of altered gene expression or cell fate.
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4. Putting the pieces together: Molecular interactions corre-
sponding to reaction-diffusion systems in hair follicle devel-
opment
When considering the factors within the extracellular milieu that are known to influence placode
formation, we are confronted by a complex soup of potential re ction-diffusion Activators (Wnts,
FGFs, Eda), Inhibitors (BMPs, EGF), inhibitors of Activators (Dkks) and inhibitors of Inhibitors
(Noggin, CTGF, which bind to and inhibit the function of the BMPs in the extracellular space
[7, 1]). While undiscovered molecular activities in follice development undoubtedly remain to be
identified, the fundamental challenge now is to sort throughthese component parts to identify the
key molecular interactions that guide spatial organization of the skin. Here, a basic appreciation
of the principles of reaction-diffusion systems can guide us to a number of experimentally testable
predictions, though technical considerations make certain features more amenable to study than
others. These key characteristics of reaction-diffusion systems are discussed below.
• The basic molecular interactions.The core ‘reaction’ component of a DDI type reaction-
diffusion system indicates that an Activator-Inhibitor system can be characterised by specific
molecular interactions: i) the Activator promotes its own activity, and ii) the Activator also
indirectly impairs its own function via regulation of an Inhibitor. These interactions are
readily testable at the molecular level using standard methods for manipulating intercellu-
lar signalling and examining subsequent changes in gene andprotein expression. However,
feedback loops are common features of cellular signalling networks, in which they act to
amplify or dampen signals within signal receiving cells, but not necessarily across a tissue.
Thus a determination of these types of regulatory interactions s a necessary step when piec-
ing together a candidate reaction-diffusion system, but further evidence is required to draw
firm conclusions.
• Spatial restriction of activity. Detecting patterns of gene expression is a standard technique
in developmental biology (see Figure 3), and so it is possible to determine where a given
candidate Activator or Inhibitor is produced within a tissue. Simple DDI mechanisms tend
to imply specific patterns for Activator and Inhibitor expression, according to the underlying
interactions. For a two-component Activator-Inhibitor system of “pure-type”, as illustrated
in Figure 2A, Activator and Inhibitor production is restriced to the same location; in the
case of follicle patterning this would be within the placodes. On the other hand, cross-type
Activator-Inhibitor mechanisms produce Activator and Inhibitor distributions out of phase
with one another. However, as the process of pattern formation results in cells assuming
new fates, which itself leads to the onset of new patterns of gene expression, it is essential to
demonstrate whether a candidate Activator or Inhibitor is initially expressed in all cells of a
field before undergoing patterning that progressively restrict it to precise spatial locations.
Gene expression studies of hair and feather follicle pattern fo mation have yielded many
examples of genes that undergo such spatially dynamic expression, with initially widespread
expression becoming restricted to either the placode or theinterplacode region. This has
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been termed the ‘restrictive’ mode of expression [20]. Genes that are expressed only in the
placode primordium itself and that are not initially widelyexpressed are deemed to have a
de novoexpression pattern and do not play a role in pattern determinatio .
• Activator and Inhibitor have different ranges of action. To suppress the reaction in the sur-
roundings, the Inhibitor of a reaction-diffusion system must have a greater range of action
than the Activator, which is generally taken to mean that theIn ibitor diffuses more rapidly
than the Activator. While it might appear that diffusion rates could be predicted from a
molecule’s molecular weight, it is clear that the transit ofprotein molecules through live
tissues is regulated at the level of interaction with components of the extracellular environ-
ment, protein processing, and modifications such as lipid addition to proteins [10, 13, 45].
Thus, diffusion characteristics are not immediately predictable from the physical properties
of a particular protein, but instead must be determined empirically in the system under study.
For technical reasons it is much easier to detect macromolecules (proteins or RNA) within
cells than in the extracellular space and so the diffusion ofm lecules is difficult to measure
accurately at present. A molecule’s range of action, however, as opposed to its physical pres-
ence, can be determined quite readily by assaying for its effects on gene expression. Indeed,
a factor’s range of action is a more meaningful property as itencompasses both the diffu-
sion characteristics and the signalling potency of a candidate Activator or Inhibitor. In some
circumstances changes in the diffusion properties of a signal may have paradoxical conse-
quences on the signal’s range of action. For example, an increase in diffusion rate could
result in a signal being diluted below its activity threshold across much of its distribution,
resulting in a reduced range of action.
• Timing of molecular interactions relative to pattern appearance. The logic of cause and
effect dictates that the molecular interactions that generate a particular pattern must occur
before that pattern appears. All interactions, that is, Activator upregulation, induction of
Inhibitor production, Inhibitor diffusion and distant inhibition of the Activator, should take
place within the time period that the pattern is observed to form from the initial homogeneous
state. To perform such analyses an experimental system in which t e timing of events can
be controlled and synchronised, such as tissues collected and pl ced in culture, is ideal.
Experimental studies of the molecular control of placode patterning have been led by studies
of chicken feather patterning for over a decade. The BMPs were first identified as inhibitors of
placode fate assumption in the chick [22, 36], in which system was also illustrated most clearly the
placode activating functions of the FGFs [27] and Wnt/β-catenin [35, 49]. However, the mouse
provides distinct advantages over chicken for patterning studies due to the availability of many
spontaneous mutations that affect placode formation together with well developed technologies for
engineering specific genetic modifications in this species.Two recent studies have used the mouse
in an effort to determine whether known placode modulators can be assembled into a system that
conforms to reaction-diffusion predictions.
Mou et al. [30] used cultured skin from Eda-deficient mouse embryos to analyse regulatory
interactions during primary hair follicle patterning. Theapplication of exogenous proteins, such
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as Eda itself, to the cultured skin enabled the synchronization of hair placode patterning and deter-
mination of alterations in gene expression and placode arrangement at defined time points in the
patterning process. In this model the signalling pathway activ ted by Eda engagement of its trans-
membrane receptor Edar was found to represent an Activatoryfunction, with the BMP pathway
acting as the Inhibitor. Eda and its transmembrane receptorEda are expressed homogeneously in
the embryonic ectoderm prior to placode formation. As follicle development takes place, Edar ex-
pression becomes restricted to placodes, a process that requires local positive autoregulation. BMP
family members were identified as rapidly acting inhibitorsf Edar gene expression, and Edar was
found to induce upregulation of BMP gene expression. As Edaris transmembrane protein its
direct effects are limited to the cells that produce it (i.e.its action is cell autonomous), while BMP
responses were found only outside the activated placode regions, demonstrating that in developing
skin BMPs act at a distance from their site of synthesis. The lack of BMP responses at their site of
synthesis in the placode itself was ascribed to Edar mediated induction of CTGF (connective tissue
growth factor), which inhibits the BMPs by binding to them inthe extracellular space [52]. This
model requires that the range of action of CTGF be less than tht of BMP family members. Al-
though a differential range of action was not directly demonstrated in the developing skin, CTGF
is known to bind to components of the extracellular matrix [52], which would be predicted to limit
its diffusion from its site of synthesis.
Administration of different doses of recombinant Eda and suppression of BMP function al-
lowed extensive manipulation of the spacing between placodes, and the normally circular placodes
could be converted into stripes at high concentrations of Eda (Figure 5). As further evidence that
Eda and BMP are key regulators of follicle patterning, forced expression of an activated form of
Edar that is insensitive to BMP-mediated downregulation caused overproduction of hair follicles
in intact animals.
This elucidation of the role of Eda-BMP interactions in determining the hair placode pattern
is limited to the spatial arrangement of mouse primary hair follicles. These follicles produce the
long guard hairs of the mouse coat, which form earlier in development than the more numerous
secondary and tertiary follicles that go on to generate the shorter awl and zig-zag hairs. These other
follicle subtypes do not require Eda signalling for their fomation as they develop in Eda-deficient
animals.
Sick et al. [43] used genetically modified mouse models to address the interplay between the
Activatory Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway and the Inhibitory action of Dkks in the patterning
of all hair follicle subtypes.β-catenin is an intracellular protein that regulates expression of other
genes by binding to DNA along with partner proteins.β-catenin is activated by Wnt family pro-
teins, which are diffusible extracellular molecules. The ability of Wnts to activateβ-catenin is
suppressed by Dkk family proteins, which inhibit the actionof Lrp, a transmembrane receptor
for Wnts. Sick et al. found thatβ-catenin activity induced expression of Dkk4. By modulating
Dkk expression in intact animals they were able to reduce thedensity of hair follicle in the mouse
coat and, more importantly, to alter the distribution of hair follicles such that they were clustered
together rather than being evenly dispersed. The effects tha they observed particularly impacted
the positional relationship between primary and secondaryh ir follicle placodes. They simulated
this Activation-Inhibition system across different wavesof placode formation and found in silico
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Figure 5: (Top row) The effects of increasing Eda concentration on hair placode formation in
cultured mouse skin. Bmp4 gene expression is detected by in situ hybridisation. Application of 50
ng/ml Eda protein to cultured Eda-deficient skin produces a rel tively normal pattern of circular
foci, while increasing the concentration of Eda yields fused foci. This experiment was performed
according to the method of Mou et al [30]. Scale bar indicates200µm. (Bottom row) Numerical
simulations of the reaction-diffusion system in Figure 2B.From right to left we plot the spatial
profile of the Inhibitor (v) after stepwise increases to Activator upregulation (α).
conditions that gave patterns closely matching those enginered in vivo. Accurate simulation of
the patterns generated in the mouse skin required that the Activated regions become resistant to the
inhibitory action of the Dkks, though a molecular mechanismfor this property was not identified.
These models for hair follicle pattern formation are schematised in Figure 6.
Though apparently independent of one another, these proposed models describing reaction-
diffusion mechanisms in hair follicle patterning should not be regarded as contradictory. Rather,
it is more likely that the links between the Eda/BMP and Wnt/Dkk systems (and to FGF and
EGF signals) simply remain to be defined. Some resolution of these models comes from the
observation that BMPs inhibitβ-catenin action [30] and, at least in chicken skin, Edar andβ-
catenin are mutually positively autoregulatory [11, 19]. Thus several signalling pathways are likely
to be resolved into Activatory and Inhibitory networks and,as such, it remains to be determined
whether they can be compacted into a simple two component reaction-diffusion model similar to
that given in Figure 2(C).
A complete understanding of the molecular interactions that direct pattern formation in the skin
is clearly some distance away. However, the studies described a ove, together with a consideration
of some basic aspects of molecular biology, highlight several key differences between the simple
2 component reaction-diffusion system (Figure 2) and the typ s of simulations that would more
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Figure 6: Molecular models for periodic patterning of hair follicles. Cells are indicated as green
ovals, with signal receptors (Lrp and Edar) spanning the plasma membrane. A single cell is shown
to illustrate the cellular location of the protein species involved in patterning, but this does not
indicate that the patterning process in cell autonomous. Dotted lines indicate the component of
the model thought to have the greatest range of action. Accumulation of sufficiently high levels of
β-catenin or Edar activity is sufficient to confer a follicular f te on a cell. Protein species indicated
by Wnt, Lrp, Dkk and BMP are generic family members; the specific family members (e.g. Dkk4)
for mediating these activities are generally unknown. (a) Model proposed by Sick et al. [43].
Local autoactivation ofβ-catenin and resistance to the inhibitory effects of Dkk were inferred.
Wnt molecules are presumed to have a short range of action andto have a restricted domain of
production. (b) Model proposed by Mou et al [30] for primary hair follicle patterning. Note that
BMP inhibition of Edar is mediated by transcriptional regulation rather than direct protein-protein
interaction. The extracellular ligand, Eda, is produced andiffuses throughout the embryonic
skin, and so is not limiting at any location. Activator autoregulation occurs at the level of Eda’s
transmembrane receptor, Edar, which stimulates its own expression.
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accurately reflect in vivo patterning processes.
One feature not explicitly present in the conceptual 2-compnent system is the presence of an
inhibitor of the Inhibitor in both models derived from studyof hair follicle patterning in mouse
(Figure 6). Studies of chicken skin patterning also suggesta key role for this phenomenon [38].
The presence of such an activity would tend to fix a pattern, perhaps when the Activator’s activity
reaches a threshold point. This fixation of pattern is observed in mouse skin [30] and is likely to
be a general feature of organ patterning. However, other reaction-diffusion systems, such as the
pigment patterns in fish skin, remain dynamic and unfixed through ut life, so that even in the adult
these patterns change in response to pigment cell ablation [51] or growth of the organism [25, 37].
A second difference is the operation of multiple Activatorsand Inhibitors, each operating
through a multi-component pathway. Simulations need not incorporate every component of such
pathways, but rather aim to account for the properties of thepathway as a whole. However, it is
likely that multiple components will have to be incorporated into models due to the interlocked
action of multiple pathways.
Thirdly, the basic cellular processes of transcription andtranslation required to produce signal-
ing molecules will introduce time delays that are unlikely to be equal for the different molecules
and pathways in the system. Simulations incorporating the tim delays due to macromolecule syn-
thesis indicate a potentially profound effect on the pattern outcome of reaction-diffusion systems
[14].
5. Moving beyond chemistry
In the sections above we have focussed our discussion on an esse tially chemical process in which
cell signalling, gene expression and diffusion combine to form a chemical pre-pattern that is trans-
lated into distinct cell fates, followed by the initiation of morphogenesis. Conceptually, the separa-
tion of ‘pattern formation’ from subsequent ‘morphogenesis’ i simple, but might not be respected
by biological systems; as remarked on earlier, a number of other models explicitly incorporate
morphogenetic processes (such as local cell density, chemotaxis, adhesion and the traction forces
exerted by cells) and can directly generate spatial patterning without recourse to a pre-existing
chemical pre-pattern. Experimental evidence for such mechanochemical or morphodynamic pro-
cesses, particularly a role for cell density, has been demonstrated in feather development [20] and
theoretical work implies a potentially important role for such physical influences [31, 40]. Exper-
imental studies into the connection between physical processes and pattern formation in develop-
ment have lagged behind molecular studies primarily due to alack of techniques to manipulate
and measure physical processes in developing tissue, in contrast to the well established methods
for measuring and altering gene expression and function. Thus t e development of integrated
mechanochemical models to explain developmental processes will depend in large measure on the
development of suitable bio-engineering methods to enablecontrolled experimentation.
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6. Outlook: a meeting of experiment and simulation
It has been known for decades that reaction-diffusion simulations applying hypothetical parame-
ters to hypothetical molecules can accurately mimic follicle spacing patterns [33]. Moving beyond
a simple comparison of simulation and anatomy and to a truly synergistic relationship between
experimentation and modelling will require, as a first step,the identification of molecular inter-
actions that qualitatively conform to basic experimental predictions, as described above. Once
such molecules are identified, it will be necessary to shift focus to a quantitative analysis of their
diffusion properties/range of action, the kinetics of the activation reaction and inhibition potency,
and their production and degradation rates. Such analyses have been avoided by molecular bi-
ologists to date, whose focus has generally been on identification of new molecular components
of signalling systems, rather than the laborious and unglamorous characterisation of the detailed
biochemical properties of known factors. Once determined,these data can be integrated into mod-
els to simulate the types of pattern that the interactions focussed on can produce. It is more than
likely that initial simulations using such data will fail tomimic accurately the patterns present in
nature, indicating the need to incorporate other signals into the system (or possibly inaccuracies in
measurement of parameter values). While accurately simulated biological patterns are frequently
presented as successes, the real utility of modelling is notto provide comfort but to illustrate gaps
in knowledge that require further experiment, ultimately yielding a more complete understanding
of the processes under study. Having determined parameter values for biological molecules and
performed simulations that yield an approximation of the observed pattern in vivo, the modula-
tion of parameter values in silico can be used to produce chara teristic pattern alterations. The
experimental goal must be to return to the embryo armed with th s knowledge of simulated pattern
alterations and test whether reproduction of these alteredparameter values in vivo produces a new
pattern that matches the simulations.
The blending of in silico and in vivo experimentation described above leads to 2 significant
problems. The first is that engineering quantitative changes of known magnitude in signalling
molecules to match simulated parameter values, particularly for characteristics such as diffusion
rates, is not readily achievable with current knowledge. The second problem arises when a given set
of molecular interactions is determined to be sufficient to explain an observed biological pattern.
At this point it may be tempting to declare the patterning problem ‘solved’. However, Occam’s
razor (in essence “nature does not employ two instruments where one suffices”) does not appear
to apply in molecular biology. This is likely due to the accidental nature of evolution whereby
molecular systems have evolved by random mutation and selection, yielding pathways and mech-
anisms much more baroque than might be expected from a designed system. Thus molecular
redundancy produces a ‘completeness problem’, whereby it is d fficult to know when a full mech-
anistic description of patterning events and their components has been attained, even though the
mechanisms uncovered appear sufficient to account for the obs rved phenomena.
The most promising, and interesting, approach to address the problems is to exploit the enor-
mous variety of patterns already present in nature. The basic molecular components controlling
hair and feather patterning are very similar and so it is likely that modifications of a core skin pat-
terning mechanism, which is currently being defined in labortory animals, will account for natural
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pattern variation in a range of vertebrates. Thus, once a basic mechanism has been defined, altered
molecular parameters can be sought in nature rather than engi eered in the laboratory. In addition,
the ‘completeness problem’ can be addressed by unbiased gentic studies of natural pattern varia-
tion, particularly for within-species pattern differences. When a model is ‘complete’ such genetic
studies should highlight only components already incorporated into the model as being responsible
for pattern variation, while incomplete models would be subject to the addition of new components
as identified. Such an evolutionary-developmental biology(Evo-devo) approach would provide a
much deeper understanding of the basic mechanisms of developm nt and also illustrate how the
reaction-diffusion system has been modulated during evolution to produce much of the diversity
and beauty of the natural world.
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